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19 Gloucester Close 
Nuneaton  
CV11 6FU 

keith@greennuneaton.org.uk 
02476 344 079 

5th December 2017 
Dear inspector, 

Please find a note on the housing topic paper NBBC33 from the Borough 
Council.  

NBBC33 released by Nuneaton & Bedworth Borough Council  
 
general note  
1) There is no evidence that the council used a sequential site selection process 
focusing first on urban areas. 

2) The SA and documents such as Air Quality report do not match the 
developments and viable mitigations being planned.  

    
3) There is no evidence that the council could create the jobs required for 
expected level of growth. 

4) The council did not conduct meaningful consultation on the targets or site 
selections. The council has been just pretending to be interested see email from 
2011. 
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New data of relevance  

1) The ONS have released their 2016 national population projections. The 
headline is a 19% drop in growth between 2016 and 2031. This is mostly 
due to reductions in expected life expectancy improvements, reduction in 
the birth rate and slight reduction in net migration.  (pdf attached) 
 

2) New net migration data for 12 month to June 2017. A 106,000 fall in net 
migration to UK. Big drop in students coming to UK especially relevant to 
Coventry. (pdf attached) 
 

3) New and revised planning applications. The application to build 1,701 
homes on Top farm site has now been made. The air quality modelling 
points to NO2 pollution on Old Hinckley Road and Regents Street being 
well above legal limits even in 2031. (see table at Appendix K3 ) 
 

4)  Representations on EMP5 from site owners. (attached document) 

 

Response to paragraphs [] 

  

[1.1] There has never been a chance to challenge the alleged Full Objective 
Assessed Need (OAN). The evidence that did exists from ONS population 
projections, DCLG household projections and the Oxford economic forecast 
model (when fed with realistic employment growth, not 12,000 extra jobs) all 
pointed to housing needs in the region of 300-400 homes per year. The more 
recent the data the lower the requirement.  
 
The fundamental reason for sites not coming forward has been economic. The 
borough has very low levels of local full time employment, just around 28,000 
full time jobs and very low levels of weekly wage for those jobs.     
 

Six of the uncompleted sites with full planning permission in NBBC20 are a 
decade old. Of the outline planning permissions in NBBC20 the first, Camp Hill 
phase 3 was approved first in 2006 and re-approved 2009 and is not expected 
to be built out until 2029. The council has been allowing the latest sub-phases 
to be built without any affordable element such is the problems with viability.  
 
The assumptions used to calculate unmet housing need of the Coventry and 
Warwickshire Housing Market Area are flawed. Working age population and 
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students locate to area with good transport links to employment and 
universities. The housing needs for Coventry should have been assessed 
separately for students and non-students. 

It is not reasonable to allocate perceived overflow from Coventry backdated to 
2011 when the city itself has a stepped trajectory providing around 1000 units 
for the first 5 years. While housing prices are broadly similar between the 
Borough and Coventry, you cannot expect a faster growth rate here. 
 
Senior Coventry city councillors are already stating in the press and on radio 
that the numbers are crazy and council will not approve their green belt sites 
without a fight. (see Appendix K4 -  Coventry Observer 30th November 2017)       

[1.3] 15,223 dwelling cannot be sustainably provided in the Borough before the 
end of the plan. Increasing build rate would require slashing funding for 
infrastructure and eliminating requirements for affordable housing. Even 
building 400 homes in the Borough last year was only possible by dropping 
requirements.  The statement “ it has been identified that” is unjustified, the 
build rates in NB20 for each site ignore the impact of limited market size for 
new homes. The application is now in for the top farm site which estimates best 
possible completion as 2033/34.  
 
[1.5] The public and councillors have never been allowed to discuss the 
numbers. In 2016/7 it seems 400 homes were completed in the Borough.  

[1.6] We do not have a requirement for 14,060 or even 10,040. In a good year 
our population rises by 700, in a bad year it rises by 145. For the years 2011 to 
2017 the requirement is known exactly.  

[1.8] The council should not sign the MOU. It is based on flawed data and there 
has not been a democratic process to scrutinise the targets.   
 
[2.1]  Sustainability Appraisals seem to have had no impact and seem to have 
been done after scale and sites selected for political reasons. This is clear when 
the author of SA had not seen the Air Quality or traffic reports. Some sites 
seem still not to have had their Air Pollution or Traffic impact modelled.    
[2.2] The public favoured Option 5 which also would have had the lowest 
environmental impact. Building the vast majority of the new housing in the 
North of the Borough and having most of the employment in the south is 
dreadful in environmental terms.   
[2.3] Its clear that process was dishonest. People taking part in consultation 
were not able to comment on taking growth from Coventry. Those numbers are 
double counted in hiking our target and being overflow on top. 
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[2.7] The preferred option was not the one that people preferred. It seems to 
have been selected for political reasons. The consultation process was so flawed 
that I arranged by own online survey. 

[2.8] The process used a vast site north of Nuneaton which should have been 
split or given the option to model smaller quantum.  
 
[2.9] The proposal was due to go to Cabinet in March 2013 but paperwork was 
shredded on day of publication. This was due to the impact on Local Elections. 
The Borough plan working party seemed to consist of Labour members with 
Wards safe from proposals. There was a last minute change to the proposal for 
political reasons at the Cabinet meeting. The fact that the published site 
selection was not evidenced based was in the cabinet papers on 22nd May 2013. 
There was ZERO housing proposed by evidence at this stage but there was an 
approved application of 326 homes off Church Lane on Weddington Road.  
 
The 2013 SA was deeply flawed. Clearly vast site north of Nuneaton would 
create significant impact and would need significant mitigation. Not using SA to 
rank site or study alternative  scale of development north of Nuneaton is 
unjustified. “wider planning policy requirements” see to be political instead of 
sound planning. Gerrymandering development is producing the need to build 
new primary schools in North East of Nuneaton while schools in West and 
Bedworth have excess spaces. The process also had been unfair on people 
impacted by the Bedworth Woodland proposals as they have been ambushed at 
a later stage.   
 
[2.10] The SA did not offer “right balance of sustainable development”. The 
proposal was very far from sustainable as it produced very large transport 
impact, had little sustainable transport options and uses resources such as land 
inefficiently. 

[2.11] There was no justification to extend the growth target. In fact the 
12,000 extra jobs on which the earlier 2013 target was based were obviously 
not happening. There was no extra growth, in fact the mid-year population 
estimates and forecasts showed growth was stalling. The 2014 based SNPP 
project showed that the population would grow just 6.2% over 20 years.  
 
from my response in 2015 from GL Hearn document (Note on Unsound 
Nuneaton and Bedworth Housing Target - Keith Kondakor December 2015) .  
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[2.12] all the work in 2014 was kept secret even from Borough Plan “Working 
party”. For much of 2014 the Borough Plan was almost suspended as the 
Labour party did not want anyone to know the Woodlands were going back into 
the plan.  The Working party did not find out about extra sites until September 
2015. For much of 2014 and 2015 there was a failure to progress or discuss 
anything about the Borough Plan. 
 
The Borough Council has also ignored sites that obtained planning permission 
between 2013 and 2017. It seems it was so determined to hype up outcome. It 
also ignored the fact that sites within HSG1 where being approved at 
significantly greater densities.  

[2.14] HSG1 and extensions were already well above 3530 by that time.  

[2.15] The rating of site as Neutral to Positive is unjustified. There is very little 
likelihood that mitigation can be funded and even then there are great difficulty 
in making allocated sites sustainable.  

[2.16] The council still ignored sites with planning permission and those it was 
minded to approve. The council also fail to notify the owners of EMP5 that their 
site was being allocated for employment even though it has proved unviable for 
that use. The council would not consider site EMP5 for housing use even though 
there has been several viable planning applications and a willing developer for 
that use on the site.  
 
The story of site EMP5 clearly shows that the council does not follow a robust 
evidence based process for selecting sites having regard to planning policy 
guidance.  There is an horrendous lack of consistency. I am sure that many 
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over developable sites gave been rejected for political instead of sound planning 
reasons.  

[2.17] yet again there is a lack of consistency. Many sites would require 
significant and unfunded transport improvements. Site north of Nuneaton really 
need improved transport capacity to get people across the West coast mainline 
(or into the station from the East side). PDA9 it is a show stopper when for 
other sites it is just swept under the carpet for later. Hawkesbury has special 
status for political reasons.  
 
[2.19] The SA process did not take account of highways or Air quality data. The 
SA reports seem never to have been taken to the working party.  
[2.20] Late sites seem to be missing from Air Quality assessments and probably 
from Traffic assessments. It is impossible to know due to secrecy around 
outputs to traffic model. Emp5 was not modelled as housing site. HSG1 is so 
vast that it should have been modelled in several sections.  
The SA seems very biased in the use of Neutral and positive, negative is rarely 
used.  

[2.28] It is totally dishonest to claim there was little difference between the 
public option on the options. North and East of Nuneaton were the least popular 
by a long way. Urban extensions had only 16% opposition.  (from Issues and 
Options response document) 
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[2.38] There was concern about how PDA10 was put in at the last moment.  

[2.43] There was no evidence that the jobs growth target was possible. 1.5% 
growth every year compounded over 18 years would result in 30% more jobs in 
a borough that had almost zero job creation activity. The 12,000 jobs where a 
fantasy. Oxford Econometrics produced a very good model and expected growth 
to be a fraction of one percent per year. The borough council abused the model 
by setting the growth rate impossibly high. The Borough council seem to have 
used its standard ploy asking OE to change the reports before signing off the 
reports they produce.   
There is no evidence the growth of population is possible. I have repeatedly 
highlighted how the population growth has been lower than that required even 
for the baseline number of houses. Even if the population now grows rapidly 
(which is unlikely given BREXIT) we will never need the housing growth pre-
2017/18). 

[2.45] no the 4 sites where selected by whipped Labour councillors in working 
party and/or cabinet member. See extract from Cabinet paper for 22nd May 
2013.  

[2.48] The vast majority of evidence in the 2013 SHMA did not point to 
assessed need for 9,900 extra homes. Net migration, real professional 
employment forecasts and population forecast all pointed to lower than average 
growth in the borough.  

It was improbable that the population would grow by 18,202 over the 20 years. 
Even by 2013 it was clear that jobs and population were hardly growing. Low 
pay in the Borough also lead to people migrating elsewhere in UK to find work. 
Headship rates are very dependent on full time well paid work. (see Appendix 
K1     - Tables from 2013 SHMA) 
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[2.49] The ONS 2014 sub-national population project for NBBC in 2013 was 
134,890 people. That is just 9,480 more than 2031 and half the growth in 
population used in the GL Hearn Table 44. The ONS 2014 projections should 
have produced to a significant cut to the boroughs requirement. As the real 
population projections reduce requirements the officers just add more fake 
employment growth. (see Appendix K5 - latest Midyear population 2016, pre 
BREXIT vote.) 
[2.50] The 2015 update contained more low projections of population growth. 
 

  

The most recent 2014 SNP pointed to a housing requirement of 328 per year.  
 

 

[2.52] Having an economic based plan was madness when the council did not 
have a viable economic plan and no prospect of creating any jobs. The Annual 
monitoring reports show minimal development of employment land.  

[2.53] site were not reviewed to take account of planning permissions that had 
been granted or that had been approved by planning committee. Some sites 
now had permission that  where not in the plan and some sites yielded far more 
homes.  As HSG1 was not split into sites individual sites the plan was not 
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reflecting the reality of the planning process. As EMP5 and Town Centres were 
not considered as housing sites the process was flawed.  

[2.55] the council did not measure what was sustainable. Nothing in 2.56 is 
about sustainability.  
[2.62] no effort is being made to ensure HSG1 environmental impact is 
mitigated.  The air pollution problem in AQMA2 is ignored and no significant 
improvement to access to railway station is proposed. The extra traffic will 
cause significant problems crossing roads and walking or cycling. A considerable 
landtake would be require to mitigate flooding risks and for additional highways.  
 
[2.83] The allocations for HSG1 are dishonest. The spreadsheet NBBC20 clearly 
shows 4439 homes within HSG1 and 619 will full planning permission on 
adjacent sites. Clearly impact of 5,000+ homes is going to be significantly more 
than 3530. 
[2.90] There has been no way for the public or opposition councillors to know or 
comment on this policy.   
[2.92] We have no economic uplift in the Borough. It is likely that the borough 
has totally missed the recovery from recession. Internal migration is clearly 
south from Coventry and North from Nuneaton. When NBBC builds 400 homes 
in 2016/7, Warwick district gains over 1,000.   
[2.93] The leader of Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough council was out of his 
depth, did not seem to understand the impact of the MoU and became very 
angry when he was pressed to take 14,000 homes at the later meeting. 
I attended and videoed the public sections  
of these meetings.  
 
https://youtu.be/uijbTNk6WQ4?t=20m21s 
 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL0OdyB1ps69AXyJ6WbzVs1ZG0IVjJhd
DG 
 
[2.99] the author of the SA did not read the Air Quality assessment 2016. The  
Air Quality assessment 2016 itself was based on traffic model which missed out 
traffic from later sites and only includes part of traffic from HSG1. It was based 
on the unjustified assumption that the mitigation could be funded.  
[2.100] there is a lack of consistency with no discussion with owners of other 
sites.   
[2.104] FCC environmental will soon be putting in a planning application for 400 
homes. The site is previously used land but any development would produce 
significant impact on AQMA1. Any development would need big package of 
sustainable transport improvements.   
[2.109] The viability of building in the borough is very marginal. There has not 
been a study of deceased viability with increasing target. 
[3.2] “needs of the area” if referencing to the borough should be around 328 
homes a year.  Needs for the whole SHMA seem to be between 3700 to 4100. It 
is only by mixing and cherry picking models can greater combined targets be 
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produced but that would include double counting. Any modelling for an area 
must be done as a single model. 
 
[4.30] The council is building a reasonable amount of housing for its own 
demand. There is an issue with applications on urban sites in key labour areas 
being refused.  Examples include EMP5 and the site of Bedworth Collage.  
Coventry, Warwick, Rugby and Stratford-on-Avon all have considerably more 
robust local economies, higher job densities and better viabilities. They are all 
adopting stepped housing requirements. It is previse and inconsistent for the 
NBBC target which is the hardest to be delivered to be the only one that is not 
stepped.  
      
 
Cllr Keith Kondakor 

5th December 2017 

Additional documents 

Appendix K1     - Tables from 2013 SHMA 

Appendix K2     - NBBC cabinet report 22nd May 2013 

Appendix K3     - Top Farm Planning Application ES Vol 4 page 36 

Appendix K4     -  Coventry Observer 30th November 2017    page 1 & 4 

Appendix K5 - latest Midyear population 2016, pre BREXIT vote. 

ONS National Population Projections: 2016-based statistical bulletin - 26 October 2017 

ONS Migration Statistics Quarterly Report: November 2017 

Land at Caldwell Road Industrial Estate, Nuneaton - Representations to Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough 
Plan (Examination Version) - Westleigh Partnerships Limited and Jamie Lewis Ltd July 2017 
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Appendix K1     - Tables from 2013 SHMA 
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 Appendix K2     - NBBC cabinet report 22nd May 2013 
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Appendix K3     - Top Farm Planning Application ES Vol 4 page 36
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Appendix K4 -  Coventry Observer 30th November 2017     
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Figure 1 – from Coventry Observer 30th November 2017 
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Appendix K5 - latest Midyear population 2016, pre BREXIT vote. 
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